Graduate Disciplinary Hearing to Determine Additional Sanctions

Heard by: College Hearing Board

Process to determine additional sanctions for a graduate student accused of academic misconduct and for whom sanctions in addition to, or other than a penalty grade are requested. 1, 2

1. See GSRR Article 5
2. Either party may consult with the University Ombudsperson at any time during this process.
3. Student’s dean may also call for disciplinary hearing, even if instructor does not.
4. If the student fails to meet with the Dean of The Graduate School, the Dean will refer the case to the appropriate College Hearing Board.
5. University Graduate Judiciary

Instructor alleges student has cheated, issues a penalty grade and requests student’s dean to call for a disciplinary hearing to consider additional sanctions. 3 (See Integrity of Scholarship and Grades policy).

Student’s Dean notifies Dean of The Graduate School of request for disciplinary hearing to consider additional sanctions.

Dean of The Graduate School notifies student of meeting to discuss disposition of case. 4

Student opts for grievance hearing to contest allegation before relevant dept/school/college hearing board. Disciplinary hearing put on hold.

Student prevails. Call for disciplinary hearing is dismissed. Instructor may appeal to UGJ. 5

Instructor prevails. Student may appeal to UGJ. 5

Student opts for disciplinary hearing before College Hearing Board.

Student prevails. Call for disciplinary hearing dismissed. Instructor may appeal to UGJ. 5

Instructor prevails. Disciplinary hearing proceeds.

Student may appeal to Provost.

Instructor may appeal to Provost.
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